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NSPredicate: find where certain key values are equal I'm using CoreData and I need to
get all objects where certain attribute are equal or different. But they shouldn't be
equal. In SQL, it is equal if the whole column is equal, not equal if one value is
different. It's not "contains" like in Java... This is what I have now, and it's of
course returning all objects that contains "asd" or "ads", because they are equal in

the whole row (the where part). NSPredicate *predicate = [NSPredicate
predicateWithFormat:@"columnName like[c] %@", [self searchString:self.searchString]];
A: My solution was to change the predicate and add the key to the attributes to be

searched. Then, it can look for exactly what I want. NSPredicate *predicate =
[NSPredicate predicateWithFormat:@"ANY columnName = %@", [self

searchString:self.searchString]]; Q: Is there a python method to convert an xlsx file
into another format using xlsxwriter? I have some xlsx file which are saved in local
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disk. I want to convert this xlsx file into another file format and save it into my
FTP server using xlsxwriter. I tried but not finding any python code to do this.

Please help me out. A: A little bit of code to get you started, simply copy/paste and
change the file types and paths to suit your needs: from xlsxwriter.workbook import
Workbook from xlsxwriter.schema import xlsx_write_workbook_schema from pathlib import
Path #Create the writer object wb = Workbook('My_example.xlsx') #Open the 3da54e8ca3
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